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FOREWORD

Modern armor weapon systems require soldiers to learn, retain, and be
able to perform a large number of frequently complicated procedural tasks.
The Army Research Institute at Fort Knox has undertaken research to improve
methods for training those tasks and to estimate the requirements for train,
ing them in operational armor units.

Procedural tasks are performed in preparing tanks for operAtions and
during combat. Their cortect performance prevents unnecessary damage to
equipment and helps to ensure success in combat. The present research in-
volves a number of tasks that are initially taught in One Station Unit
Training (OSUT) at the Armor Center and then performed and trained inter-
mittently in Armor units. The purpose of: the research 'reported here is to .

provide a d?ta base showing the acquisition and retention of armor proce-
dural skills. The data base will be used to build models of skill learning
and retention that can be useful in management of training and to replicate
the findings of earlier skill retention research, which demonstrated the
importance of a number of variables in predicting performance over time.

The results of this project feed into a body of research in skill re-
tention performed by the Army Resea3x11 Institute. The research has impli-
cations for training designers in Army schools an6 for training managers
in units.

EDGAR M. JOHN ON
Technical Director



. PROCEDURAL SKILLS: LEARNING AND RETENTION

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Requirement:

Soldiers' performance of armor procedural skills is a complex mixture of
training experiences,. task characteristics, individual abilities, and on-the-
job performance history. The present research was performed to establish a
data base for retention modeling and to replicate previous findings that
identified factors affecting skill learning and retention.

Procedure:

A subset of eight armor procedural tasks trained during One Station Unit
Training (OSUT) were selected to represent tasks that vary in length, com-
plexity, and extent of practice in operational unit. Data collections were
conducted using soldiers in operational armor units and soldiers attending
OSUT. The operational unit sample had all completed OSUT within 72 months
prior to the study-. The operational unit data collection consisted of sol-
diers performing the eight tasks in a "round robin" fashion. Each soldier's
performance was scored. If soldiers made errors, they were given varying
levels of prompts sufficient to allow them to continue,and eventually complete
performance of the task. The OSUT data collection involved training and re-'
tention testing of soldiers who had received formal training on tas s prior
to participating in the research. Each soldier performed two of eight
tasks. For each task tested, the soldier reported twice to the t s site.
In the first session, soldiers performed a task five times, using the same
prompting procedure described above. ApproximatelyA weeks after the first
session, soldiers returned to perform the task one additional time.

,Findings:
A

The percentage of task steps, performed correctly was used as the pri-
mary dependent measure because none of the soldiers in the operational unit
sample correctly performed three of the tasks. There were no significant
correlations in the operational/unit sample between task performance and
months since graduation from OSMT, months since last Table VIII, or educa-
tion level. For the OSUT sample, learning over the first five., trials was
charted as was retention betteen the fifth trial and the sixth trial admin-
istered 4 weeks later. The effect of learning was significant for all tri-
als and results of analysis of variance found a significant decrease in p'11.--
formance for all tasks except ground guiding between trials five and six.
Both the proportion of soldiers and the average percentage of 'steps per ormed
correctly returned to approximately the level of the second learning trial
after the retention interval. Combining the saIples and using multiple re-
gression techniques to predict the slope of *he retention functions for each

vii
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task produced an nation that accounts for 94% of the variance when number
.of steps in the task, daily practice rate, and measures of complexity and
interference are used as predictors. The resurtsiOsthe OSUT, unit, and com-
bined samples support a representation of the skill retention curve in which
rapid decay occurs soon after training, with little change in performance for
samples tested later.

e

Utilization of Findings:

The results of the analysis indicated some ability to prediot differ-
ences among tasks in the rate of forgetting from the number of task steps,
and details about practice on the task., 'These findings were also consisterq $

with earlier research that utilized similar data collection techniques. Re...

sults of the combined analysis indicate th.:it differences in performance prac-
tices between the training standard and unit methods will result in apparent'
decline in performance even under conditions of frequent practice. Data col-

lected here will be utilized in development of a model for skill learning and
retention.

vii
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ARMOR PRD'EDURAL SKILLS: LEARNING AND MTENTION

INTRODUCTION

A critical issue in planning military training is estimating the require-
ments for initial and refresher training. For example, certain, tasks that are

difficult to learn or are performed infrequently require additional initial
training and periodic retraining. The frequency of refresher training, then,
depends on the amount of skill retention, the costs of training, and the mini-
mum level of proficiency required for mission avomplishment.

Over 100 years of research and theoretical development indicates that
skill retention depends on the level of original learning and other training
considerations, individual differ )nces, task variables, retention interval
variables, and transfer among tasks. These factors have bean analyzed in
several comprehensive reviews that are summarized in Table 1. The reviews
differ in the kinds of skills examined, research settings, focus, and time
span covered. The most recent review, by Rose, McLaughlin, Felker, and Hag-
man (in preparation), integrated research by or for the U.S. Army Research

Institute (AM). The kinds of skills and variables in the ARI studies are
the most relevant to the present reseaLth and therefore are emphasized in the
following discussion of skill ecqui:Ation and ,-etention.

Level of Original Learniag and Other Training Considerations

The level of original learning is perhaps the most potent factor of de-
termining the level of performance after periods without practice. Block and

Burns (1976) analyzed 27 skill. retention experiments and determined that train-
ing to a mastery level (rather than to a minimum level of skill) produced sig-
nificantly more retention in 17 of the experiments and nominally (but not sig-
nificantly) more in 9 other experiments.

ARI research shows that training beyond the typical Army criterion of
oae correct performance of the task improves retention (Goldberg, Drillings,

& Dressel, 1982; Hagman, 19801o Schendel & Hagman, 1980; Shields, Joyce, &
VanWert, 1979). However, Rosr et al. (in preparation) pose the following
questions: How much initial training must be given? Is it cost effective?

Under what conditions is it superior to refresher training? The answers ap-

pear to depend on such factors as the time available for refresher training

versus the costs of initial mastery training, but definitive research has yet
to be conducted.

other factors that influence skill retention are the extent of active
practice, spaced practice, and transfer of training among task clusters.
Performance tests and active practice produce higher rates of skill retention
than passive presentation or the material (Hagman, 1980a; Hagman, in prepara-
tion; Holmgren, Hilligoss, Sweley, & Eakins, 1979). Repetitions of the task,

spaced a day apart, produce high retention even when the soldiers have to
learn other tasks between repetitions of the tested tasks (Hagman, 1980c).

However, spacing the repetitions 4 weeks apart does not enhance retention
(Schendel & Hagman, 1980).

a. 1 4



Table 1

Skills Retention Literature Review

Review

Naylor & Briggs (1961)

Gardlin & Sitterley (1972)

Prophet (1976)

Wheaton, Rose, Fingerman,
Korotkin, Holding, &
Mirabella (197)

Annett (1977)

Johnson (1978)

Schendel, Chields, &
Katz (1978)

Knerr, Berger, &
Popelka (1980)

Rose, McLaughlin, Felker,
& Hagman (in press)

Characteristics

Time Span Setting Behavior Examined Focus

19608

1960s

1960-1976

1950-1976

Academic

Military

Academic &
Military

Academic &
Military

1885-1976 Industrial,
Military &
Academic

1860-1977

1960-1977

1960-1977

1975-1981

Academic

Academic

Military

Army

Mostly verbal

Simulation, Essential
Element, Verbal

Psychomotor

Verbal & Psychomotor

Psychomotor & Perceptual

Verbal

Psychomotor

Psychomotor &
Communications

Military, U.S. Air Force

Simulators, Long-term Retention
Spacecraft skills. NASA

Long-term flight skills or
complex performance

Initial training, Transfer of
training, Device effectiveness

Skill loss, areas for further
research

Retention/Transfer on procedural
task; cognitive style

Retention over lengthy no practice
intervals

Sustainment of team/crew performance

Psychomotor Research by and for the U.S. Army
Research Institute

I 6'



Individual Differences

Aptitude differences influence skill acquisition and thus indirectly in-

fluence retention. Army research demonstrates the favorable effects of gen-

eral aptitude on skills in Air Defense and Field Artillery (Department of the
Army, Training and Doctrine Command [TRADOC] Systems Analysis Activity
(TRASANA], 1977; U.S. Army Field Artillery School, 1977). Rose et al. (in

preparation) note, however, that Army research on the subject, as yet, is

inconclusive.

Five ARI projects investigated the effects on skill retention of individ-
ual ability as measured by Army aptitude tests. Vineberg (1975) found a direct

relationship between aptitude and performance on both initial and retention

tests; how ever, the relationship did not hold for all tasks. Other API re-

search discovered no significant relationship between aptitude and performance
(Goldberg et al., 1982). Any relationship may be mediated by trailing methods
(Dressel, 1980; Holmgren et al., 1979; Sullivan:, Casey, & Hebin, 1978).

Task Variables

Schendel, Shields, and Katz (1978) succinctly state that "Procedural tasks
and individual discrete motor responses are forgotten over retention intervals
measured in terms of days, weeks, or months, whereas continuous movements typ-
ically show little or no forgetting over retention intervals measured in terms

of months or years" (p. 5). The cognitive mecianism producing differences in
retention of procedural and continuous tasks may be the extent of memorization,
which is greater in procedural tasks. Most Army tasks, however, are procedural,
and thus the global distinctions used to characterize tasks fail to distinguish
the determinants of retention.

The differentiation of tasks into their components, skills, steps, or sub-
tasks leads to the detailed behavioral analysis of tasks to determine their

stimuli, processes, and responses. These components, or subtasks, differ in

their level of retention, as shown in existing research. Rose et al. (in prep-

aration) summarize the types of tasks that have been examined in Army skill
retention research, and note that descriptive analyses of the tasks and steps

have been performed post hoc. Dimensions of task steps and tasks that appear
to reduce retention, and documents reporting this information include the

following:

1. Difficulty or high skill'demand
Goldberg et al. (1982)

Osborn, Campbell, and Harris (1979)
McCluskey, Hiller, Bloom, and Whitmarsh (1978)
Vineberg (1975)

Hagman (19801 c)

2. Lack of cues from sequential steps, equipment, etc. (often the
safety pecautions)

Gridberg et al. (1982)
M:Cluskey et al. (1978)
Cborn et al. (1979)
Shields, Goldberg, and Dressel (1919)

3
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3. Unclear to the soldier or of questionable relevance to the task
Osborn et al. (1979)
Shields, Goldberg, and Dressel (1979)

4. Task boundaries (first and last steps)
Osborn et al. (1979)

5. Passive steps
Osborn et al. (1979)

6. Training and testing differences
Goldberg et al. (1982)
Osborn et al. (1979)

Shields, Goldberg, and Dressel (1979) also demonstrated that longer tasks
(more steps) and tasks that contained multiple subtasks were forgotten sooner
than others.

Retention Interval and Differences Between School and Operational Unit

Job activities during the retention interval complicate the relationships
among training, tasks, and individual variables\. Performance decrements are
likely after the no-practice period when scldiers transfer from school to their
unit assignments. Afterward, tasks that receive on-the-job practice show in-
crements rather than decrements in performance (TRASANA, 1977). Tasks specific
to the job are practiced during normal duties while common tasks (e.g., first
aid) are practiced infrequently during early months in the unit and are not re-
tained as well. Common tasks are not retained as well as job-specific ones
even if the soldiers are not assigned to a duty position for which they were
trained (Osborn et al., 1979). Therecore, practice on the job does not com-
pletely explain the retention differences.

A problem in the skill retention literature is in reconciling differences
in the way soldiers are taught to perform tasks in the training center (the
by-the-book approach) with the way they perform the same tasks in operational
units. Somewhere along the way, soldiers learn to take shortcuts, such that
by the time they are tested for skill retention in theoir units they are no
longer defining tasks the same way as the researcher, who is following the
school-taught procedure. Skill retention may look poor because of these dif-
ferences. Soldiers can functionally perform the task, although not by the
Army-prescribed procedure. Evidence of this fact can be found in the sys-
tematic errors soldiers made in a study where safety procedures were consist-
ently not retained (Shields, Goldberg, & Dressel, 1979).

Objectives

The effects of aptitude, task types, and initial learning on skill re-
tention suggest the need to tailor training to enhance skill retention. If

the effects, singly or in concert, were known they could be used to guide
traininq management. For example, Rose et al. (in preparation' envision a
"task performance book" for troop commanders to estimate p 1 Lency and

4
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training needs by task type. Recent empirical field research has investigated
skill retention in several Army Military Occupational Specialties (MOS); how-
ever, the empirical research is extremely expensive, even for a few re-

tention variables. The high cost of field research does not allow'for empiri-
cal tests of the effects of training strategies on acquisition and retention

of Army skills.

Analytical models of skill acquisition and retention offer a potential

solution to training management problems. Models organize large quantities
of data from empirical studies to predict the effectiveness of,vaious train-
ing strategies. A validated model can go beyond empirical results to answer
training management questions for soldiering tasks for which no data eXst.

This report is'Ipart of a larger project to develop and validate mathe-N
matical models of skill acquisition and performance of procedural tasks. The

objectives of the report are to present'the data collected as the basis for
model development, and to analyze those data to replicate previous skill re-

tention results. In particular, the data collection method was similar to
that used by Shields, Goldberg, and Dressel (1979).

METHOD

Task Selection

The population of tasks included all tasks performed in the driver, gun-

ner, and loader positions in the M60A1 tank. These tasks vary in length,'
complexity, and extent of practice in the unit after initial training (One

Station Unit Training [OSUT]). The following eight tasks were selected from
tl,e task population to represent hig:. and low values On these dimensions:

1. Load an M240 Machinegun,
2. Start the M60A1 Tank Engine,

3. Stop the M60A1 Tank Engine,
4. Perform Gunner's Prepare-to-Fire Checks,
5. Perform Loader's Prepare-to-Fire Checks,
6. Engage Targets Using Precision Fire Techniquy,
7. Communicate over Tactical FM Radio, and

8. Communicate Using Visual Signal Techniques.

The selection of tasks was based' on a preliminary analysis of the task

population. The actual length, complexity, and extent of practice were deter-
mined by behavioral analysis and analysis of questionnaire data.

Behavioral Analysis

The .asks were analyzed to determine the task elements (steps), standards,

and conditions of performance. These analyses were used to develop test sce-

narios and score forms.

Additional behavioral analyses of the.tasks covered characteristics re-

lated to learning, performance, and retention gleaned from the literature and

previous research. Characteristics include subtask sequence (task elements,

5 19



connections, branches, and dependencies) ; cues for task element performance
from the equipment, fellow crew members, Etc.; products of tasks and task
elements; and task characteristics related to skill acquisition and reten-
tion (feedback and interference). ProjecL staff and noncommissioned officer
(NCO) personnel who served as scorers in the data collection rated each task
element on the following 14 characteristics:

1. Requires recall of knowledge,
2. Requil.,,r rule learning and using,
3. Requires guiding and steering, continuous movement,
4. Lacls cues,
5. Has stimulus-response conflict,
6. Has aversive consequences,
7. Has feedback,
8. Unit omits the step (interference),
9. Unit performs the step differently (interference),

10. Unit performs different step (interference),
11. Step not performed in similar task (interference),
12. Step not performed in emergency or in combat (interference),
13. Difficult, and
14. Critical to the overall performance of' the task.

The project staff prepared the test protocols, scorer training materials,
and behavioral.characteristic rating forms, and conducted data analysis in an
operational unit and in Armor OSUT, both located at Fort Knox, Kentucky.

Operational Unit Data Collection

Sublixts. Subjects were 120 soldiers from operational units of Fort
Knox, Kentucky, who had completed the OSUT program within 72 months prior to
the study. Four soldiers who graduated before 1979 were eliminated from the
slmrle since they were beyond the target population for the research. The
results, therefore, reflect the performance of the rcAaining 116 soldiers,
who completed the OSUT program within 31 months prior to the study.

Procedure. Soldiers from the operational unit were randomly assigned
to one of eight test stations. Each ldier proceeded in a "round robin"
fashion to the next station until h or she had performed all of the eight
tasks. At each test station, the oldier was given one opportunity to per-
form a task. The scorer read a set of instructions to inform the soldiers
of the task and any specific conditions to consider during performance (e.g.,
moving or statidOary targets during precision fire engagements). After read-
ing the instructions, the scorer did not intervene during the performance of
the task unless the soldier made an error.

If the soldier committed an error on a step, the scorer gave some as-
sistance. If this degree of assistance was not sufficient to produce correct
performance, the scorer gave stronger assistance, until correct performance
was obtained. The following three levels of assistance were used:

Level 1 - Remind the soldier what the overall task is and tell him
or her the steps performed up to that point.



Level 2 - Tell the soldier what the next step is.

Level 3 - Show the soldier how to do the step.

After demonstrating the step correctly, the soldier proceeded to the
next step and continued until the task was completed.

While the soldier performed the task, the scorer recorded data on cor-

rect performance of task steps, the order in which the soldier performed the

steps, the type of error committed, the level of assistance given, and the

elapsed time. Questionnaires were used to collect information on each sol-
dier's background and task-related job experience. Armed Service Vocational

Aptitude Battery (ASVAB) scores and level of education were obtained from

personnel records.

OSUT Data Collection

Subjects. Subjects were 471 soldiers from four'OSUT companies at Fort
Knox, Kentucky, in their fifth to tenth week of training.

Procedure. Testing and training trials included five acquisition trials
and a retention trial, for a total of six performances by the soldier. Each

soldier performed two of the eight tasks. For each task tested, the soldiers

reported to the test site twice during a 12-week data collection period. In

the first session, the soldier performed the task five times using the proce-

dure described for the operational unit. Approximately 4 weeks after the

first session, the soldier returned to perform the task one time. The first

session coincided roughly with formal training of the task; the second session

coincided roughly with the gate test for that task.

Minor changes were made in the scoresheets between the operational unit
and OSUT sessions to simplify the data collection procedure or to accommodate

changes in the Armyts training policies. In order to ensure comparability of

scores, only those performance measures common to both scoresheets were con-

sidered in measuring performance.

RESULTS

Sample Demographics

Description of the Operational Unit Sample. The soldiers had pay grades

ranging from 1 to 5 with the following percentages: E-1, 6.0%; E-2, 27.6%;

E-3, 34.5%; E-4, 31.0%; and E-5, 0.9%. Almost all of the soldiers in the op-

erational unit sample had completed OSUT in 1980 or 1981 so that they were

within 2 years of graduation (Figure 1).

In OSUT, approximately hall of the soldiers had been in each of the Armor

tracks. Until January 1982, soldiers in Armor OSUT were enrolled as either

MOS 19E gunner/loader or MOS 19F driver. Since then, there has been only one

basic Armor training course (19E) training a general Armor crewmember. Over

48% of the research sample had been in the driver track, and over 50% had been

7 4
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in the gunner and loader track during their OSUT training. (The one remain-

ing soldier graduated in 1982 when OSUT had no tracks.)

In their assigned posts, the soldiers held tank crew or truck driver
positions, and the majority (68.8%) had the position for which they were

trained in OSUT. Half had held their current duty position less than 8 months.
Three-fifths of the soldiers had participated in Table VIII gunnery exercises.

Armed Forces Qualification Test (AFQT) and ASVAB results fox the opera-

tional unit soldiers are shown in Table 2. The scores are similar to, but
slightly lower than, the standardization population means of 50 for the AFQT %

and 100 for the ASVAB composites. The AFQT distribution by mental category

is shown in Table 3. Approximately half of the soldiers were in category III,
which contrasts with Goldberg et al. (1982) where 78.1% 0 the sample were in

category III.

Table 2

ASVAB Results

ASVAB components

Operational
unit samplea OSUT sampleb

Standard
Mean deviation

Standard
Mean deviation

AFQT 44.06 23.11 54.69 18.60

Combat 98.67 16.18 105.88 12.88

Field Artillery 97.47 , 15.92 104.06 12.97

Mechanical Maintenance 98.37 17.79 105.62 13.01

General Maintenance 96.10 16.33 104.06 14.71

Clerical 95.28 16.01 100.95 13.03

General Technical 96.31 16.76 105.14 12.43

Electronics Repair .98.21 14.96 103.81 13.01

Surveillance/Communications 96.39 15.54 103.01 12.90

Skilled Technical 97.14 15.18 102.65 13.66

Operators and Food Handlers 95.70 19.41 103.54 12.69

Note: All group differences are significant by a t-test, < .001.

a
N = 107.

b
N = 370.

Description of the OSUT Sample. ASVAB scores were available for 370 of

471 subjects in the OSUT sample. The AFQT and ASVAB composite results for
the OSUT soldiers (shown in Table 2) indicate that soldiers' scores were higher

than the standard means on all but one of the composites (Clerical) and were
significantly higher than operational unit scores on the AFQT and all of the

ASVAB composites. Tne difference may be attributable to an increase in the



enlistment standards between the time of entry of the soldiers in the two
simples. The distribution of OSUT soldiers by mental category is shown in
Table 4.

Table 3

4,
Mental Category Distribution in Operational Unit

Mental

category
Soldiers in unit sample

Number Percent

I 3 2.7
II 24 21.4
III 49 43.8
IV 36 32.1

Table 4

Mental Category Distribution in OSUT Sample

Mental
category

I.

Soldiers in OSUT sample'
Number Percent

11

93

232

34

3.0

25.1

62.7
9.2

'Most of the OSUT
had previous service,
E-2, 4.7%; E-3, 6.6%;

Task Characteristics

soldiers were in the lowest Army grade, although a few
and therefore had higher grades, as follows: E-1, 86.8%;
E-4, 1.7%; E-6, 0.2%.

The behavior analyses included the rating of individual task elements
on 14 attributes. Ten of these attributes were used to define indices of task
complexity and task interference. Components of these two indices are as
follows:

10 24



Interference

Unit omits the step
Unit performs step differently
Unit performs different step
Step not performed in similar tasks
Step not performed in emergency or in combat

Complexity

Requires recallpf knowledge
Requires rule learning and using
Lacks cues
Has stimulus-response conflict
Very difficult to perform

The indices combined scores on items scaled from 0 to 10, with items
scored as proportions between 0 to 1. To make the ranges of these different
types of items comparable, the items scored as proportions were multiplied

by 10. Thy: limits of the interference and complexity indices are -10 and 40.

Table 5 summarizes the tasl characteristics believed to be related to

skill retention. Means over tasks for the complexity index varied from ap-
proximately 1 for Load Machinegun to over 10 for Ground Guiding; the inter-
ference index ranged from -7.88 for Load Machinegun to 2.94 for Stop dhe

Tank Engine.

Table 5

Summary of Task Characteristics

Task Steps

Complexity
index

Interference
index

Mean St. dev. Mean St. aev.

Load Machinegun 11 1.41 4.38 -7.88 2.e5

Start Tank Engine 11 4.27 2.98 -0.22 5.54

Stop Tank Engine 10 4.20 4.61 2.94 7.58

Gunner Prepare to Fire 34 4.80 2.59 -4.41 1.38

Loader Prepare to Fire 6 3.54 0.87 -5.96 5.::4

Precision Fire 12 5.29 7.94 -6.25 0.72

Radio Communication 7 1.86 3.04 -4.95 5.07

Ground Guiding 20 10.15 0.49 -6.68 2.52

Index results over all tasks 5.11 4.26 -4.33 4.79

11
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Task. Experience

Task Experience in the Operational Unit Sample. The proportion oLsol-
diers who repOrt practicing the tasks since graduating from OSUT ranged from
37.51, (Precision Fire) to 95.5% (Ground Guiding). Thy three tasks reported
to have over 909; of the soldiers practicing (Ground Guiding, :tart Tank, and
Strop Tank) also had large numbers of soldiers reporting practice more than
nne time,per day, as well as high'average practice per day, as indicated in
Table 6. Since all of these. tasks are trained in Armor OSUT, the date of
graduation from OSUT was assuted to be the time of last practice for all sol-
diers who repOrted no practice for a particular task in the unit.

Table 6

Task Experience per Day in the Operational Unit

Task

Task experience
Times each day

>1

Average
per day'<1 1

Load Machinegun 114 42 69 2 1 0.07
S':art Tank Engine. 110 7 26 26 51 1.80
Stop Tank Engine 108 7 27. 25 49 1.79
Gunner Prepare to Fire 113 49 62 0 24 0.08
Loader Prepare to Fire 109 45 62 0 2 0.08
Precision Fire 109 70 38 0 1 0.03
Rad!..o Communication 110 19 81 3 7 0.37
Ground Guiding 107 5 .35 28 39 1.98

Task Experience in the OSUT Sample. Soldiers in the OSUT Sample had
just completed their initial training on the tasks whe the pretest was ad-
ministeredministered for the research. The retention test for.a sk was timed to
coincide approximately with the gate teat following training "in that task.

. Task Performance

Soldiers in the operational unit were tested once, while soldiers in OSUT
were tested six times (fitre acquisition trials and a retention test). Nc soi-
dier in the operational unit achieved perfect performarice on three of the
tasks; therefore, the'percentage of soldiers correctly performing the entire
task had no variance for those tasks, and could not be used as a dependent
variable. The number and percentage of task steps performed correctly were
used as dependent measures of performance.

Task the Operational Unit The task with the high,
est average percentage correct (99%) was Ground Guiding, which has high levels
of practice in the unit. It is a long task, as tested, but each visual signal

12



in the task is short (two or three steps), any thus easy to remember. Some of

the signals ,:ccurred more than once in the tests; these were removed before
the scores wer- analyzed so that the results reflect data ft: testing each sig-

nal one timeonly.tis_

Three other tasks-Load Machinegun, Stop Tank Engine, and Radio Communi-
cation--averaged over 70% of the steps performed correctly. All three tasks

are short and have high or moderate levels of practiceein the unit. Load
Machinegun and Radio Communication are relatively simple tasks, but Stop Tank

'Engine has. moderate complexity.

The lowest sco,es occurred con the Gunner Prepare to Fire task, which is
long, complex, and ..as low practigtin the unit. Scores on the remaining
tasks (Table 7) averaged from 52% TLoader Prepare to Fire) to 67% (Start Tank.

Engine) . Scores on task steps are reported in -v7cJnrlix B.

Correlations between the number of correct task steps and demographic
variables were examined. For one task, Load the Machinegun, task performance
correlated significantly with the number of months since last practice (r = .20,

£ < .03, N = 113). Thus, higher scores were associated with less time since

the last practice of the task. No other correlations of task performance with
practice, months since graduation from OSUT, months since lasc Table VIII,

or education level were significant.

In general, there was a small, positive correlation between performance
and aptitude as measured by ASVAB; five tasks had significant correlations
between N4sk performance and ASVAB scores (Table 8). Load the Machinegun,

Stop Tank Engine, and Gunner Prepare to Fire task scores correlated signifi-
cantly with AFQT scores. Significant correlations were obtained on ASVAB
composites for Load the Machinegun, Stop Tank Engine, Gunner Prepare to Fire,

Precision Fire, and Radio Communication scores. Scores on Start Tank Engine,

Loader Prepare to Fire, and Ground Guiding were not related to AFQT or ASVAB

composites.

Task Performance in 'the OSJT Seple. The effects of learning, retention,

education level, and AFQT were analyzed. using regression analysis. A loga-

rithmi-: transformation of the performance scores over trials was used to de
rive scores meeting the linearity assumption of the regression model. This

transformation corresponds to a learning model in which errors decrease pro-

portionately with trials, i.e.,

P
n+1

(E) = (1 - k)i)
n
(E),

where. Pn(E) is the probability of an error on trial n, and k is the learning

rate. If Po(C) = p (LW:, p is the ini tial probability of a correct response),

then

P
n
(C) = 1 - (1 - k)n (1 - p) .

1:)
C y r s

d



Table 7

Task Performance Summary (Operational Unit)

Sample No. of
Performance on task steps

No. correct Mean percent Minimum Maximum
Task N steps Mean St. dev. correct correct correct

Load haohinegun 116 11 9.41 0.76 86 6 11
Start. Tank Engine 116 11 7.54 1.49 67 4 11
Stop Tank Engine 111 10 7.66 1.37 77 5 10
Gunner Prepare to Fire 87 34 8.06 4.61 24 0 26
Loader Prepare to Fire 107 6 3.13 3.,69 52 0 6
Precision Fire 105 12 6.72 1.,48 56 3 10
Radio Communication 116 7 4.94 1 17 71 1 7
Ground Guiding 116 20 19.78 0,48 99 18 20

VIP



Table 8

Correlations Between Task Performance and ASVAB Scores in the Operational Unit Sample

ASVAB
component

Task

Loed
Machine-

gun
(N=107)

Start
Tank
(N=107)

Stop
Tank
(N=104)

Gunner
Prepare
to Fire
(N=82)

Loader
Prepare
to Fire
(N=99)

Pre-
cision
Fire
(N=97)

Radio
Communi-
cation
(N=107)

AFQT .20* .06 .24* .26* -.07 .17 .09

Combat .23* -.04 .17 .19 -.05 .17 .10

Field Artillery .30** .08 .15 .13 -.05 .20* .11

Mechanical Maintenance .19 .13 .26** .21 -.02 .17 .20*

General Maintenance .22* .12 .33** .28* -.06 .28** .21*

Clexical .22* -.06 .04 .07 -.09 .15 .16

General Technical .23* .09 .23* .23* -.09 .17 .15

Electronics Repair .20* .07 .24* .19 -.05 .22* .14

Surveillance/
Communications .22* .04 .27** .23* -.02 .20* .19

Skilled Technical .23* .06 .25* .14 -.10 .24* ,17

Operators and
Food Handlers .17 .12 .18 .24* -.01 .13 .20

Ground
Guide
(N=107)

-.04

.02

.05

-.07

-.03

s .05.

**2. < .01.



Thus, lug [Pn(E)] is a linear function of n, namely:

log (Pn(E) ] = nlog(1 k) log(1 p).

The dependent variable for the learning analysis was the logarithm of
the proportion of steps performed incorrectly in trials 1 to 5. The reten-
tion analysis used the proportion of steps performed correctly in trials 5
and 6 as the dependent variable. Since only two trials are used in the re-
tention analysis, it was not necessary to transform scores to obtain linear
predictions.

The effect of learning (task performance scores increasing over trials
1 to 5) was significant for all tasks, and the analysis of variance results
for the effect of forgetting (task performance scores decreasing between tri-
als 5 and 6) was significant for all tasks except Ground Guiding. These re-
sults are shown in Table 9.

Table 9

Analysis of Variance of Performance Scores over Trials in OSUT

Task

Learning
(trials 1 to 5)

Retention
(trials 5 and

F

6)

dfF df

Load Machinegun 250.45** 1,431 18.31** 1,161
Start Tank Engine 155.65** 1,358 37.72** 1,139

Stop Tank Engine 177.27** 1,413 8.85* 1,157
Gunner Prepare to Fire 929.43** 1,516 19.57** 1,194

Loader Prepare to Fire 525.93** 1,391 55.41** 1,146

Precision Fire 148.43** 1,351 45.79** 1,135

Radio Communication 212.34** 1,550 10.65k 1,206
Ground Guiding 57.29** 1,429 0.13 1,164

< .01.

< .001.

The average percentage of OSUT soldiers who performed all task st ?s
correctly on the first trial varies from 0% (Gunner Prepare to Fire) to 31.2%

(Ground Guiding). On the last learning trial (trial 5), the lowest percentage
with perfect performance was 50% (Precision Fire) and the highest was 97.3%
(Load Machinegun). On trial 6, administered approximately 4 weeks later, the
averages varierA from 10.8% (Precision Fire) to 84.8% (Ground Guiding). Results

for soldiers with 100% correct performance are shown in Table 10.
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Table 10

Percenta e of Soldiers Performin 100% Correct (OSUT)

Learning trials Retention

Task (N) 2 3 4 5 trial

Load Machinegun (110) 10.9 80.0 92.7 90.9 97.3 75.0

Start Tank Engine (93) 11.8 51.6 71.0 80.6 94.2 45.5

Stop Tank Engine (120) 16.5 74.4 85.1 92.5 95.8 77.6

Gunner Prepare to Fire (124) 0.0 10.5 25.0 46.8 58.9 42.5

Loader Prepare to Fire (113) 4.4 43.4 69.0 91.2 94.6 47.0

Precision Fire (93) 4.7 26.1 33.3 51.1 50.0 10.8

Radio Communication (130) 16.2 34.6 49.2 60.8 80.8 65.5

Ground Guiding (109) 31.2 71.6 62.4 67.0 79.8 84.8

The average percentage of task steps performed correctly showed patterns
of results similar to the percentage of soldiers performing correctly. Over-

all, scores on the first trial ranged from 19.7% average correct (for Loader
Prepare to Fire) to 93.2% average correct (for Ground Guiding). All average

scores were over 90% correct on trial 5. In the retention trial (trial 6),

the lowest average percentage of correct steps was 84.4% (Precision Fire)
and the highedt was 99% (Ground Guiding). Results for average percent cor-

rect by task and trial are shown in Table 11.

Although a small percentage of soldiers. performed entire tasks correctly,
most performed substantial portions of the task correctly. For example, less

than 5% of,the soldiers executed the Precision Fire task correctly on the

first trial, but on the average, over 66% of the steps were performed cor-

rectly. On trial 5, half of the soldiers performed the entire Precision Fire

task, with 94% of the steps being performed correctly.

Both the proportion of soldiers.and the average percentage of steps per-
formed correctly returned to the level of the second trial after the retention

interval (i.e., on trial 6). However, performance on three tasks, Gunner

Prepare to Fire, Radio Communication, and,. Ground Guiding, remained higher than

trial 2, and on one task (Precision Fire) performance on the sixth trial was
__lower than that on the second trial.

The effects of education level and AFQT were analyzed in the same regres-

sion analysis described above. The results indicate that level of education

and AFQT scores were related to learning and retention for some of the tasks.

AFQT scores were related to learning for two tasks: Precision Fire

(F[1,351] = 18.04, E < .001) and Radio Communication (F[1,550] = 25.73,

E < .001); and related to forgetting for two tasks: Gunner Prepare to Fire

(F[1,194] = 5.23, E < .05) and Precision Fire (F[1,135] = 9.00, E < .01).

Education level was related to learning for two tasks: Gunner Prepare to

Fire (F[1,156] s 6.05, E < .05) and Precision Fire (F[1,135] = 4.98, E < .05);

and to forgetting for Precision Fire (F[1,135] = 4.93, E< .05). Thus, for
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Table 11

Percentage of Performance Measures Correct (OSUT)

Task (N)

No. of
steps

Learning trials Retention
trial 01 2 3 4 5

Load Machinegun (110) 11 85.9a 97.8 99.3 99.2 99.8 97.6

8.5b 4.5 -- 2.8 2.6 1.5 4.2

Start Tank Engine (93) 11 88.9 94.9 97.4 98.2 99.4 93.9

6.6 6.4 4.3 3.9 2.2 6.3

Stop Tank Engine (120) 10 81.5 97.1 98.6 99.2 99.6 97.6

1.5 5:4 3.5 2.6 3.0 6.0

Gunner Prepare to Fire (124) 34 33.6 86.0 93.1 95.8 98.3 91.8

23.3 11.8 7.8 7.7 2.5 15.9.

Loader Prepare to Fire (113) 19,9 86.6 93.1 98.8 99.0 88.3.

27.5 14.9 12.9 4.3 4.6 13.8

Precision Fire (93) 12 66.5 87.4 88.5 93.2 93.6 84.3

17.1 11.3 12.0 8.8 8.0 10.9

Radio Communication (130) 7 77.4 86.5 91.6 94.0 96.9 95.].

15.5 14.0 10.5 8.9 7.1 7.5

Ground Guiding (109) 20c 93.2 98.1 98.2 99.1 99.0 99.0

11.6 3.8 4.2 2.5 2.9 2.5

a"
Mean.

b
Standard deviation.

cone ground guiding course had only 19 steps.



for the Precision Fire task, AFQT and education were 21pted to both learning
and forgetting.

Analysis of Combined Operational Unit and OSUT Samples

We combined the scores from the operational unit and OSUT samples to
analyze forgetting in a cross-sectional design. Since the soldiers in the
OSUT research sample received training in addition to that received by the
typical soldier, we corrected the retention trial scores before using them
in the combined analysis. The correction was based on the distributions of
the OSUT gate test results for soldiers in the research sample (who received
the additional training), and for soldiers in OSUT who were not in the re-
search (who did not receive additional training). The proportions of sol-
diers performing a task correctly were converted to z-scores for research and
nonresearch samples. The difference between the z-scores provided a correc-
tion factor for each task in terms of the standard deviation of the test
scores. Then, the correction factor was subtracted from the scores of the
research soldiers on their sixth trial. However, not all tasks were tested
in the OSUT gate test. For tasks not tested, the correction factor was the
at,erage of the correction factors on the tasks that were tested. Corr?ction
factors are shown in Table 12. The first column represents the correction
factor in terms of the standard deviation of the. scores on the retention
test. The second column portrays the actual value used to adjust the pro-
portion of correct steps; the corrected mean score is shown in the third
column.

Table 12

Correction Factors for the OSUT Retention Trial

Task

Correction
factor

multiple
Adjustment

amount

Corrected
mean

(%)

Load Machinegun -.31245 -0.013113 96.3

Start Tank Engine. -.32075 -0.020430 91.9

Stop Tank Engine -.20990 -0.016982 95.9

Gunner Prepare to Fire i-.22780 -0.036873 88.1

Loader Prepare to Fire, -.22780 -0.031558 85.1

Precision Fire -.13420 -0.0144656 82.9

Radio Communication -.22780 -0.017222 93.4

Signal -.09160 -0.092315 98.8

The performance scores and
sample are reported in Table 7.
on trial 6 in the OSUT sample.
passed (as corrected), and time
cept Ground Guiding (Table 13).

time since OSUT for the operational unit
Time siace training was zero for the scores

Correlations between the percentage of steps
since OMIT wc r. significant for all tasks ex-
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Table 13

Correlation of Task Performance with Months Since OSUT in Combined Sample

Task Correlation
Number of
soldiers

Load Machinegun -.57* 207
Start Tank Engine -.51* 197
Stop Tank Engine -.52* 212
Gunner Prepare to Fire -.68* 187
Loader Prepare to Fire -.37* 208
Precision Fire -.56* 187
Radio Communication -.46* 23.2

Ground Guiding -.08 214

< .001.

The slope of the retention function was used as a dependent variable in
a regression analysis with task length, practice per day, complexity, and
interference as independent variables. The best-fitting regression model,

Y = -0.000484 X
1

- 0.010449 X
2
- 0.000717 X

3
- 0.00189 X

4
C

where Y = the slope of the performance retention function,

X
1
= the number of steps in the task,

X
2

= the daily practice rate,

X
3
= the complexity index score, and

X
4

= the interference index score,

accounted for 94% of the variance.
of task length (51,3] = 11.76,

< .05), and interference (51,3]
greater than zero. The effect of
ever (P[1,3] = 0.93).

Regression analysis indicated the weights
< .05), practice rate (51,3] = 16.85,
= 13.95, E < .05) were significantly
task complexity was not,significant, how-

Similar analyses were performed assuming exponential and power decay
functions. Although the results differ in detail from those reported above,
the general results were the same.

Effects of Task Length, Practice, and Interference

The effects of task length, practice, and interference on forgetting are
evident for some of the tasks. This section summarizes the effects for these
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variables which were significant in the regression analysis on the combined
sample, although they have been tabulated separately for OSUT and unit sam-
ples elsewhere (length and task performance, Tables 7 and 12; practice,

Tabi(: 6; interference, Table 5).

Task Length. The longest task, Gunner Prepare to Fire, had high scores
in OSUT and the lowest scores compared to other tasks in the operational
unit; thus, it had high forgetting in the combined analysis. Ground Guid-

ing, the second longest task, did not show forgetting. This task, as tested,

was composed o: a series of very short subtasks. Each vitual signal has only

two or three steps, and thus, according to the criterion of length, each sig-

nal should be easy to remember. The natural organization of the Ground Guid-

ing task into easily remembered signals may have facilitated performance.

Three short tasks had high scores in OSUT retention and in the opera-
tional unit (Load Machinegun, Stop Tank Engine, and Radio Communication).
Another short task, Loader Prepare to Fire, had one of the lower scores in

both OSUT and the unit, but did not evidence much loss of performance between

the two samples.

Practice. Tasks with the highest practice ratings were Ground Guiding,
which did not show performance loss, and Stop Tank Engine, which also retained

high scores. Tasks with low reported practice were Precision. Fire, Gunner
Prepare to Fire, Loader Prepare to Fire, and Load the Machinegun. Of those

with low practice, Gunner Prepare to Fire had the lowest operational unit

scores. Loader Prepare to Fire and Precision Fire also had low scores in

the operational unit, and thus demonstrated skill loss in the combined sam-

ple analysis.

Some steps within the tasks show effects of practice in detail. In thE

Start Tank Engine task, for example, the steps with high scores were the ones

rated as likely to be performed in the unit under ordinary circumstances. In

the Stop Tank Engine task, four steps had perfect or near perfect scores
(place transmission in park, release brake pedal, hold engine fuel shut-off
switch on OFF position until engine stops, Atri turn master battery off after

\ engine stops) and appear to represent the way soldiers perform the task ra-

\ther than the by-the-book steps

Interference. Two of the tasks with the lowest interference, Ground

Guiding and Load the Machinegun, also retain the highest performance in the

operational unit. Of these, Ground Guiding is the one that showed no for-

getting within the OSUT sample as well. ,Two tasks with high interference.

ratings, Start Tank Engine and Stop Tank Engine, had very high OSUT scores

and Moderate operational unit scores, so that they showed ski,11 loss in the

combined analysis.

While the interference ratings showed significant effects, the task

characteristics that describe task complexity diliVot. Part of the reason

may be the arbitiary nature of the composite inde for complexity. For ex-

ample, rues had the same weight in the composite as did other' variables

(since the composite was unweighted). If cues were weighted highly, the

Ground (luiding tasks mould have been one of the simpler tasks, rather than

the most complex. Since that task was stained, the overall result in the
combined sample might have shown an effuct of complexity.
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DISCUSSION

The present research has attempted to capture the process of skill de-

velopment of Armor soldiers during OSUT and the course of their task perfor-

mance capability within the first 2 yew:s in operational Armor =its. Sol-

diers receive formal instruction and an opportunity to practice all of the

tasks they are responsible for learning in OSUT. After formal training,

soldiers practice tasks informally to prepare for the gate tests they must

complete to graduate. The gate test is the last time they perform any given

task in OSUT. Once in an operational unit, soldiers' duty positions dictate

the tasks they perform frequently. MeasureL of task performance obtained

during OSUT and in the unit provide information on the effectiveness of for-

mal training, the contribution of the additional nreparation for tests, and

the course of skill development or decay in units.

Skill Acquisition

The first performance measure obtained ,from the OSUT soldiers in the
research was administered soon after they had received all the formal in-

struction they were to be given on a task. In some cases, such as machine

gun operations, this measure came after a second formal class. OSUT task

performance (Tables 10 and 11) shows that formal training was effective for
most tasks, since, soldiers became adept in performing most steps. The num-

ber of soldiers who could complete all performance measures was low, how-

ever, generally under 20%. The acquisition of skill progressed in typical

form over the five acquisiUOn trials, and performance improvement had gen-

erally reached high levels by the fourth trial. Performance by soldiers who

had not received the additional training offered in this study was estimated

from gate test scores (Table 12). This performance is superior to the ini-

tial performance after formal training, and it points out that additional

tainingis beneficial in bringing OSUT soldiers up to their gate test

performance.

After the five acquisition trials, OSUT soldiers received a sixth trial

after a retention interval of 4 weeks. Forgetting was significant after

this short period, but became negligible over time in the operational unit.

The curve had flattened out by the third month after training, when the first

substantial number of soldiers was tested in the unit. The shape of the for-

getting curves (Figure 2), therefore, is the classical one that has rapid

skill loss at first, and a decline of rate of loss over time, thus producing

a negatively accelerating curve.

The results Of. the OSUT, unit, and combined samples support a conten-

tion by Rose et al. (in preparation) about the impact of time sampling along

the skill retention curve. Research samples tested early in the curve, dur-

ing rapid decay, show large amounts of forgetting, while samples tested

later do not show decay. The data from the OSUT sample were drawn from a

section of the retention curve in which decay is verxorapid, and hence, sig-

nificant skill loss was obtained. Data from the operational unit were sam-

pled from an area of the curve in which forgetting is very slow.

This research supports previous findings that performance decays during

the interval when soldiers transfer from school to their first unit assignments
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(e.g., Osborn et al., 1978; TRASANA, 1977). Although some research has shown
increments in performance after the soldier is 'in the unit for several months
(e.g., TRASANA, 1977), the present results show neither decrements nor incre-
ments in the unit. As with prior research, the measures of practice in the
unit were simply ratings by the soldier: the ratings relied on memory and
have untested reliability and accuracy. Soldiers in the operational unit
performed at about the same level. (in percentage of steps correct) as sol-
diers in their initial performance after formal training. The salient task
steps that soldiers learn initially are the ones they are likely to retain.

PERFORMANCE

MIILRIIMM.110 41170

1 Yr 2 Yr

TIME SINCE TRAINING

Figure 2. Hypothetical relationship between performance and time
since training.

Effects of Individual Differences on Ac uisition and For ettin

Earlier ARI research showed mixed effects of aptitude on skill acqui-

sition and retention. Results of this res &arch showed higher retention with
higher aptitude on approximately half of the tasks in the operational unit,
but aptitude effects for only two tasks in the OSUT sample. Since so few

tasks correlated with aptitude measures, the types of tasks or conditions

under which aptitude does or does not influence acquisition and retention

are inresolved.

Educational level was related to acquisition rate for only two tasks

in the OSUT sample, and for only one task, in the operational unit. Thus,
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education did not have a strong effect in this research; this ''inding sup-
ports that of Goldberg et al. (1982), who found no'effect from educational

level. Overall, the results pertaining to aptitude and education, which

were the variables investigated in the present study, corroborated previous

MU findings.

Effects of Practice .Task Length, and Interference

The effect of the extent of practice in the combined operational unit
and OSUT samples indicated that practice differentiated among tasks. Tasks

that were practiced more often retained high pe..formance scores over time.
One example, Ground Guiding, is a task likely to be practiced by the portion
of soldiers in the operational unit who were truck drivers, as well as by

the soldie who held tank,crew poaitions. Definitive research would need

to investigate an array of common and job-specific tasks that vary system-
atically on the dimensions of interference, practice, and other retention

variables. Alternatively4,the re ults of the modeling in the research phases

to follow this one may provide som information about, retention under differ-

ent conditions.

Differences among tasks in rates of forgetting were also asbociated

with task length and interference. As iemonstratc:'. earlier by Shields Gold-

berg, and Dressel (1979), tasks that are longer (have more steps) are forgot-
ten sooner than shorter tasks. The effect of length may be the memory demand

of the task. The results reported here replicate those of Shields, Goldberg,
and Dressel (1979), even though the present results are based on the per-

.centage of task steps performed correctly while those of Shields, Goldberg,

and Dressel were based on the pereentage of soldiers who performed the entire

task correctly. Thus, even a change in the dependent variable, did not de-

grade the effect of task length on retention.

Tasks that had more interference had higher rates of forgetting. Four

sources of interference combined into the interference index were whether

the step in the operational unit, as compared to the training situation,

would be (1) omitted, (2) performed differently, (3) have another step sub-
stituted for it, or (4) be omitted in a similar task. Some tasks, such as

Start and Stop Tank Engine, have steps that are omitted in the unit (e.g.,

idle the .engine for a set number of minutes/ to cool it), and apparently

these tasks are more quickly forgotten. In contrast, tasks with steps that

are all performed under operational conditions, such as Load the Machinegun,

are better retained. Interference theory has been cited as one of the theo-
retical orientations most useful in explitining forgetting (Ellis, 1979;

Holding, 1965) . The results of this research support that view.

Problems and Future Prospects

The results of the analysis indicate some ability to predict differences

among tasks in the rate of forgetcing from the number of task steps, and de-

tails about practice on the task. Given that there were only eight tasks,

the ability to obtain significant results is impressive. Nevertheless, the

results should not be viewed as definitive bec'use of problems it measuring

task characcer.tstics and experienCe variables. Task characteristics were

24
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measured by indices that combined several factors. With the small number of

tasks used, moderate changes in thd weights used to combine the factors in

these indices could have a great effect on the relationship between.retention

and task characteristics. For example, tasks that involve greater recall

from memory (a positive component of complexity) often have more and stronger

performance cues (a negative component of complexity). Changes in the rela-

tive weights of these two factors in determining complexity coulc change the

rank order of tasks on the complexity index, and hence, the overall relation-

ship between complexity and retention.

Future research, then, should concentrate on providing refined measures

of complexity, interference, and other task factors, and should relate these

indices to retention on a large sample of tasks. Much of the work required

is cor:eptual and involves the determination of appropriate factors to in-

clude in measures of complexity and interference, and *roper rules for com-

bining these factors into reliable indices. Other aspects involve increasing

the sample of tasks usf3 to test the effects 'of the skill components on

retention.

Probably the most significant aspect of the results of the combined

analysis is that it indicates that details associated with how a task is

practiced influence retention. Thus, if the tasks are performed differently

in the unit from the way they were trained, the soldiers' performance will

look less and leso like the standards set during training, and will appear

to decline even at high rates ,of practice.
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APPENDIX A

SAMPLE QUESTIONNAIRES,,

AND SCORESHEETS



ACKGROUND INFORMATION

NAME: Social Security No.

fast,

PAY GRADE: El E2 E3

(Check one) E4
..................

E5 E6

CURRENT DUTY POSITION: (1) Gunner (2) Loader

(3) Driver (4) IC

(5) Other

---TreiFirgr--
WHEN DID YOU START YOUR CURRENT DUTY POSITION? Month

BATTALION: 5/33 AR COMPANY: HQ

4/37 AR A

B

C

WHICH ENTRY LEVEL TRAINING COURSE DID YOU ATTEND?
(1) 19E OSUT
(2) 19F OSUT
(3) Entry training in another MOS

WHAT OSUT TRACK DID YOU ATTEND:
(1) Driver
(2) G.nner/Loader
(3) My OSUT did nErgiVe tracks

WHAT WAS YOUR OSUT COMPANY?

Year

Platoon: 1

2

3

WHEN DID YOU GRADUATE FROM OSUT? Month

WHEN WAS YOUR LAST TABLE 8? Month

Have not participated in Table 8

Year

Year

tw

WHAT WAS YOUR CREW PoslrioN DURING YOUR LAST TABLE 8?

(1) Tank Commander (2) Gunner (3) Driver

(4) Loader (5) No Previous Table 6

HOW DID YCUP CREW DO ON ITS LAST TABLE 8?
(1) Distinguished (2) Qualified

(2) Non-qualified (4) No Previous Table "8

WHAT POS:TION DO YOU EXPECT TO HOLD DURING THE NEXT TABLE 8 YOUR CRAW

PARTICIPATES IN?
(1) Tank Commander_ (2) Gunner

(3) Or4ver (4) Loader



NAME

SSAN

UNIT

TASK-RELATO JOB EXPERIENCE

INSTRUCTIONS: Check YES if you have performed the task since you left OSUT or check NO if you have not

perfumed it. If you check YES, please write the Date of the LAST Time that you performed

it. Answer only one space under the Number of Times. For example, if you perform the

task about two times a month, write 2 under the Month column.

YES NUMBER OF TIMES
a

Year

DATE UF.LAbl TIME_ NO
.

SINCE YOU LEFT OSUT (not counting today)
HOE YOU:

1. -Loaded an M240 Coax Machinegun?

a

Day

a

Week

a

Month

ON. .10/./10 arr. Oar.

2. .Started an M60A1 Tank Engine? arorreolor

rr,

rarryirm rrrr ./.11
3. Stopped an M60A1 Tank Engine? ,1111/ wrillarryr

4. Performed Gunner' Prepare-to-Fire
Checks: Check Gun Controls? ferianarrearrldromarir=.roarrrdr r =rob4 dyi err. odirl

5. Performed Loader's Prepare-to-Fire
Checks: Check Main Gun Firing
Switches?

6. Engaged Targets Using Precision Firing

111 r err

Techniques? IL YIPMarrow...

7. Communicated Over Tactical Radio

1 M 11 rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr

FM AN/VRC-64? Or Orr..

8. Communicated Using Visual, Signalling

44 mor

Techniques: Ground Guiding? 1.1111 .........'. r+
4'i 48



NAME

SSAN

UNIT

TEST M EED
TRAIN r-T-1 3

LOAD AN M240 COAX MACHINEGUN

2

INSTRUCTIONS TO SOLDIER

"At this station you will demonstrate your ability to load an M240 coaxial machinegun.
Assume the machinegun wiT1 ho fired immediately after it is loaded. Do you understand
the instructions?" (NOTE 10 SCORER: If the soldier does not, read the instructions again.)
"BEGIN."

PERFORMANCE MEASURES YES NO PROMPTS TIME

1. Clears the machinegun.

a. Pulls charger handle rearward to lock bolt back. 1 2 3

b. Places safety on S
1 2 3

c. Raises cover
1 2 3

Wm.*

d. Lifts feedtray
1 2 3

e. Looks and feels empty chamber
1 .2 3

f. Lowers feedtray
1 2 3

2. Loads the machinegun.

a. Places first round in feedtray with open side

.110111.

of belt face down

b. Pushes ammunition in feedtray until it comes

1 2 3

in contact with cartridge stops. . . 1 2 3

c. Closes cover
1 2 3

d. Places safety in F
el

1 2 3

e. Announces "UP" when machinegun 1...ided
1 2 3

TOTAL TIME

The soldier has satisfactorily completed the task if he scores a "YES" on all of
the standards listed below:

STANDARDS YES NO

1. Completes all performance measures without assist-
ance from scorer

02. Steps are performed in sequence

3. Ammunition is in feedtray and doesn't pull out
when jerked

11

.11
TOTAL SCORE

TOTAL TIME

REASONISI FOR "NO" SCORE

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

A-4 4 9



START THE 1160A1 TANK ENGINE

IMSIRUETIONS TO SOtOIER

sof

SSAN

Uhll

TEST

TRAIN

co up co
Imo) co

You are the driver of an M60A1 tank. You are to start the engine, assuming normal weather conditions. I will act\

as other crew positions when necessary. Do you urderstand the instructions?" (NOTE TO SCORER: If the soldier has

Questions, read the instructions again.) "BEGIN."

NO PROMPTS TIME

1. Sets parking brake by pushing brake pedal until pressure reaches between

750.900 psi 1 2 3

2. Places transmission in PARK 1 2 3
1.

3. Releases brake pedal *ammo
1 2 3

..._

4. Closes both drain valves 1 2 3

S. Plfces fuel shut -off valve handle in ON position 1 2 3

6. Places fuel pymp switch in ON position 1 2 3

7. Asks crew if their electronic equipment 4s OFF 1 2 3

(NOTE TO SCORER: Tell soldier the electronic equipment is OFF.)

(NOTE TO SCORER: Insure all the electronic equipment is OFF before master
battery switch is turned ON.)

Turns master battery switch ON 1 2 3

9. Check fuel levels.

a. Sets FUEL TANKS switch to position L 1 2 3

(NOTE TO SCORER: If a soldier performs A or 8, he should be given a

"YES" for PM 9.)

10. Depresses accelerator pedal 1 2 3

11. Presses starter switch until engine starts (or up to 15 seconds, whichever

comes first)
1 2 3

The soldier has satisfactorily completed the task if he scores a "TES" on all of the

STANDARDS

Standards listed below:

YES NO

6111111.0. My1111.

Nes...ms aa
.1111. 111011NNO

110 ..01

1110

1.

2.

3.

4.

Completes all performance measures without assistance from scorer

Asks if electronic equipment is OFF before turning master battery switch ON

Tank engine starts

Performs performance measures in sequence when necessary (see sequence flowchart

on nest page)

TOTAL SCORE

TOTAL TIME

REASON(S) FOR "NO" SCORE

..M11==.==1111..001111111.411

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

A-5
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STOP THE 116041 TANK ENGINE

NAME

SSAN

UNIT

TEST CO [27]
TRAIN 03

LEFED2112.19.1111!
"You are the driver of at M60A1 tank. Assume you have driven 150 miles. You are to demonstrate the procedure for

stopping the tank's engine. I will act as tank comm4ndoe or gunner when necessary. Do you understand he instructions?'
(NOTE TO SCORER: If the soldier MA questions, read the instructions again.) "BEGIN."

PERFORMANCE MEASURES

1. Sets parking brake by oushing'brake pedal Ontil pressure reaches between
750900 psi

2. Places transmission in PARK 4

. 3. Releases brake pedal

4. Presses accelerator so that engine idlei at 100071200 rpm

(NOTE TO SCORER: Ask soldier how long engine should idle at this rpm.)

S. Soldier says engine idles at 1000-1200 rpm for 5 minutes
,

(NOTE TO SCORER: Tell soldier to continue to next step.)

6. Releases accelerator and idles engine at 700.750 rpm

(NOTE TO SCORER: Ask soldier how long engine should idle at this rpm.)

7. Soldier says engine idles at 750 rpm for 3 minutes

8. Asks Gunner and TC if their electronic equipment is OFF

(NOTE TO SCORER: Scorer tells soldier the equipment is OFF.)

9. Molds engine fuel shut-off switch in "SMUT-OFF" (Up) until engine stops

10. Turns master battery OFF, after engine stops
4

YES NO PROMPTS III

....... ......
1 2 3

IMIONNIN
1 2 3

--- 1 2 3_--

1 2 3...4. al
e 1 2 311.1011 /MON.

1 2 3

........
1 2 3

........

1 2 3.....

--- --- 1 2 3

--- --- 1 2 3

TOTAL TIME

The soldier has satisfactorily completed the task if he scores a "YES" on all of the Standards listed below:

STANDARDS YES NO

1.

'2.

Completes all performance measures without assistance from scorer

Turns master battery switch OFF, after engine stops

'3. Performs performance measures in sequence when required
lear/./.8 011110011.10

4111 110111

4. Engine stops
MINN.

TOTAL SCORE

4. TOTAL TIME

REASON(S) FOR "NO" SCORE

0.0..../11/1.
'%irI.IDIaII1I....1lWreOIMOJIOrl1I..I1

A-6

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

I ir 4'4
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BEST COPY MAILABLE
ri1
'.4111 wwww.10110.1!MOIMM..111110110M0,10

7 c ya4g f- 113
TRAIN ±

PERFORM GUNNER'S'PREPARE-TO-FIPE CHECKS

(CHECK GUN CONTROLS)

INSTRUCTIONS TO MOHR

'You are the gunner of en MAI took. You are doing Prepare-to-Fire
checks and have already checked the firing

Switches. YOu will perform the sequence 'CHECK GUN CONTROLS' after 1 give you the command. The turret is in manual

operation. I will act as the other crew positions when necessary. Do you understand the instructions?' (NOTE TO

SCORER: If the soldier has questions, read the instructions again.) "Remember the turret must be placed into

power operation before checking the azimuth indicator for accuracy or slippage.' (NOTE TO SCORER: Start the

training by saying 'CHECK GUN CONTROL.)

PERFORMANCE MEASURES,

1. Places turret into power operation.

a. Holds down power solenoid plunger while rotating gunner's control handle
either left or right

b. Holds gunner control handle in position described in (a) until zero
pr-ssure is indicated on pressure me. . ..

c. Checks hydraulic power pack oil level by removing dipstick of oil level gage. .

d. Tells loader to unlock turret traverse lock

(NOIETO SCOREO; Unlock turret lock.)

e. Announces "POWER'

(NOTE TO SCORER: Turn on master battery switchannounce 'POWER ON.')

f. Turns ELEV/TRAV power switch ON

g. Squeezes magnetic brake switch while rotating gunner's power control handles

to left and right

h. Moves handles rearwtrd to elevate gun, forward to lower gun, while squeezing

magnetic brake switch

(NOTE TO SCORER: PM g and h may be done as listed or reversed IN then gl.)

(NOTE TO SCORER: Tell soldier IC's power control handles have been operated.)

2. Checks azimuth indicator for accuracy.

a. Looks through eyepiece on gunner's daylight periscope

(NOTE TO SCORER: Tell soldier the aiming point.)

b. Alines cross on aiming point using manual elevating and traversing handles. .

(NOTE TO SCORER: Verify soldier has alined cross on aiming point.)

c. Sets azimuth indicator to zero.

- Presses resetter knob

- Turns resetter knob to aline middle scale pointer with inner scale pointer.

- Turns resetter knob moving both pointers to zero

- Releases resetter knob.

d. Traverses turret through complete circle using manual traversing handle . . . .

e. Brings aiming cross back on same aiming point

(NOTE TO SCORER: Verify the aiming cross is on original aiming point by looking

through periscope.)

f. Turns head to check that azimuth indicator middle scale pointer is within

acceptable area

(NOTE TO SCORER: Use scoring aid when determining if the pointer is within

the acceptable area.)

g. 1) Proceeds to nest check if middle scale pointer is within acceptable area

OR

2) Notifies ank commander (TC) pointer is not within acceptable area

3.' Checks azimuth indicator for slippage.

Met Side

a. Looks through eyepiece of gunner's daylight periscope

b. Uses gunner's control handles to traverse rapidly to right

c. Stops turret suddenly while traversing

d. Turns ELEV/TRAV power switch OfF

R. Traverse turret left using manual traverse handle until cross is alined' with

original aiming point

(NOTE 10 SCORER: Verify the aiming cross is on original aiming point by
looking through periscope.)

f. Turns head to check the'. azimuth indicator middle scale pointer Is within

acceptable area

(UOTt TO SCORER: Use scoring aid when determining if the pointer is within
rrpfhls *rim.)

A-7 52

YES NO PROMPTS 1111E

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

00
0110140

1 2 3

1 2 3
.01111=0

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

010011

- AM111 1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 310
1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 3

.111/14111M0

1 2 3
MEMO*

1 2 3
aloe&

1 2 3

1 2 3
11.10,1.111 .1.1.111

1 2 3
11.1116

I 2 3=m.o.

1 2 3*Md.. 00010 111111,

1 2 3
010.11.1



els

\

BEST COPY/AVAILABLE.

NAMkj

MAX

UNIT

TEST

PERFORM GUNNER'S PREPARE-70-FIRS CHECKS
(CHECK GUN CONTROLS)

(Cent'd.)

ELWAMANCE MEASUILL
ILI N PROMPTS

g. 1) Proceeds to left side check if middle scale indicator pointer is
within acceptable area

1 2 3
04

. )4

2) Notifies TC If both Pointers are not within acceptable area
1 2 3

h. Announces POWER.
0.01,01M

1 2 3
I. Turns ELEY/TRAV power switch ON

1111.1D 1 2 3
Left Side;

.11W1110. 6111.11 lti 2 3
a. Looks through eyepiece of gunner's daylight periscope

b. Uses gunner's control handles to traverse rapidly to left
1 2 3

c. Stops turret suddenly while traversing
0011111111 IMMO.

1 2 3
d. Turns ELEY/TRAY power switch Off

MM
1 2 3

e. Traverses turret right using manual-traverse handle until cross is alined
with original aiming point

011=11.

1 2 3
(NOTE TO SCORER: Verify aiming cross is on original aiming point by looking

through periscope.)

f. Turns head to check that middle scale pointer Is within acceptable area. . 1 2 3
(NOTE TO SCORER: Use scoring aid when determining if the pointers are within

acceptable area.)

g. 1) Stops check If pointer Is within acceptable area
1 2 3

OR
=101,

2) Notifies TC If pointers are not within acceptable area
1 2 3

TOTAL TIME

The'soldier has satisfactorily gompleted the tack if he scores a 'YES' on all of the standards listed below:

STANDARDS
YES NO

1. Completer ell performance measures 4

2. Announced 'POWER' before turning ILEY/TRAv switch ON
MIMIIMIII

3. Pointer of azimuth indicator is within range shoi,n on scoring aid after accuracy
.

4. Pointers of azimuth indicator are within range shown on scoring aid after each
slippage test

S. Cross is alined with aiming point after accuracy checks
*WNW&

6. Performs performance measures in sequence when necessary (see sequence flowchart
below)

118

REASONS) FOR 'NO' SCAL

SEQUENCE

Power Operation
PM la-h

In sequence

TOTAL SCORE

TOTAL TIME

A-8

Azimuth Ind. Accuracy
PM 2a-g

in sequence

Azimuth Ind. Stipp, e
PM 3a-g (right side)
and 3a -Cleft side)

is sequence

J0



NAME

SSAN

UNIT

TEST

TRAIN

11111

PERFORM LOADER'S PREPARE-TO-FIRE CHECKS
(CHECK MAIN GUN FIRING SWITCHES)

CO CO
CMI CEJ, CO

111111.114111.1112.01 SOLDIER

'You are the loader of an M6041 tank. You are doing the Prepare-to-Fire checks and will demonstrate the section

"CHECK MAIN GUN FIRING SWITCHES.' I will act as the other crew positions when necessary. Do you understand,the

Instructions?' (NOTE 7U SCORER: If the soldier has questions, road the instructions again.)

(NOTE TO SCORER: Start the training trial by saying "CHECK MAIN GUN FIRING SWITCHES.")

PERFORMANCE MEASURES

1. Closes breech by tripping extractors with block of wood

2. Inserts circuit tester into opening between rear face of gun tube and front

face of breechblock.

7. Moves main gun safety switch to FIRE position

4. Announces 'UP"

(NOTE TO SCORER: Tom mister battery switch ON, then turn the main gun
switch Oh. Momentarily press the commander's control
handle palm switch. Circuit tester should not light.)

5. 'fells gunner to squeeze main Tun triggers

(NOTE 70 SCORER: Squeeze the trigger on each handle and the trigger on
manual elevation control. Rotate the manual firing

handle very rapidly in a clockwise direction. Announce

ON THE WAY each time you squeeze a trigger. Circuit

tester should light.)

6. Tells TC to sweeze main gun trigger . 1

(NOTE TO SCORER: Squeeze and hold override pal.; handle, then squeeze trigger.
Announce "ON THE WAY." Circuit tester should light.)

7. Moves main gun safety switch to SAFE

8. Tells gunner to press trigger on' manual firing handle

(NOTE YO SCORER: Squeeze the trigger on manual 'firing handle. Announce

'ON THE WAY.' Turn manual firing handle'very rapidly in
clockwise direction., Announce 'ON 1NE WAY." Circuit

tester should not light.)

11. Tells gunner to turn main gun OFF

10. 'Removes circuit tester from breechblaq

STANDARD

1. The soldier has satifactorily completed the task if he scores a "YES' on all

of the performance measures

2. Perfomat performance measure in sequence when necessary (see sequence

flowchart on next page).

maiuroll "NO° SCORE*,
YES NO PROMPTS IA

1 2 3

I 2

I 2 3

1110

. 2 r

I 2.
3 ....

.111010 dow.**111
1 2 3

TOTAL 'ElOt

yis NO

, 010.11 .
BEST COPY AVAILABLF

A-9
54



V

J

Inipkement 1
(Fkriscopg- damaged)
Gunner

hEP

Moving Truck
1000

-9
3 II 20

"11

20 .

Engapement 2

(Periscope datiaged)
Gunner

HEA1

Moving Tank
1800

4-...... 4

.21

ERIES 2

1. Turns main gun
1

switch ON
2. indexes ammunition

3. Announces IDENTIFIED
NOTE: Scorer says UP
NOTE: Scorer says FIRE
4. Looks through correct sight

Periscope
Telescope

5. Selects to ct
Periscope
SABOT /HEP
HEAT

Lays crusshaii77 center
(with lead applied)

Periscope crosshair
SABOT 2000M range line, 2.5 mil load
REP 1000M range line, 7.5 mil 1 ea 1
HEAT 1800M range line, 5.0 mil le d

7. Says ON THE WAY

6,

NAME

SEAN

.UNIT

of the target

1. Turns main gun switch ON
2. Indexes ammunition

3. Announces IDENTIFIED
NOTE: Scorer says UP
NOTE: Scorer says FIRE
4. Looks through correct sight

Periscope
Telescope

5. Selects correct reticle
Periscope'
SABOT/HEP
HEAT

;6. Lays crosshlir at center of the target
(with lead applied)

Periscr pe crosshair

SABOT 2000H range line, 2.5 mil lead
HEP 1000M range line, 7..! mil lead
HEAT 1800M range line, 5.0 ril lead

7. Says ON TUE WAY

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

A-10

Prv:r.pt'

Yes No 3 2 .1 Time
1 2 3

1 2 3

i 2 3

1 2 3my=

1 2 3

1 2 3

7-

1 2 3

Prompts
Yes No 1 2 3 Time

3

1 2 3

2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3%

1 2 3

e!;



E-..acP bent
(Ptri,crpe damaged)
t%7.ner

SAL3T

Moving Tank
2VJO

,......

. .1

12

j- r, II

12

16 -

-------
EnM.F42E12114

; Gunner

! HEP

Truck

NAME

SSAN
UNIT

SERIE
Yes No

EPro211_

1 2 3 Tir,

1. Turns main gun switch ON 1 2 3

2. Indexes ammunition 1 2 3

3. Announces IDENTIFIED

0.=1,

1 2 3

NOTE: Scorer says UT
IM 1111100011W

NOTE: Scorer says FIRE
4. Looks through correct sight 1 2 3

Periscope
Telescope

5. Selects correct reticle olows.
1 2 3

Periscope
SABOT/HEP 77--
HEAT

6. Lays crosshair at center of the target
(with lead applied) 1 2 3

Periscope crosshair
SABOT 2000M range line, 2.5 mil lead
HEP 1000M range line, 7.5 mil lead
HEAT 1800M range line, 5.0 mil lead

!7. Says ON THE WAY

a

1 2

11. Turns main gun switch ON
2. Indexes ammunition

3. Announces IDENTIFIED
NOTE: Scorer says UP
NOM Scorer says FIRE
4. Looks through c ect sight

Periscope
Telescope

5, Selects correct reticle
Periscope V
SABOT/HEP
HEAT

Lays crosshair at center of the target
(vith lead applied)

Periscope crosshair
SABOT 2000M range line, 2.5 mil lead
HEP 1000M range line, 7.5 mil lead
HEAT 11300M range line, 5.0 mil lead

7. Says ON THE WAY . . . .

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Yes No 1 2 3 Time

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

*P.

1 2 3

.
1 2 3

.11111.0111,

1 2 3

1 2 3 11..0



NAME

SSAN

UNIT

TEST ED fi) CIII
TRAIN ED in [2:3

COMMUNICATE OVER TACTICAL FM RADIO AN/VRC-64

PERFORMANCE MEASURES YES NO PROMPTS

1. Places CVC helmet switch in ceoter position. . . . 1 2 3

2. Calls net control station
1 2 3

3. Identifies himself before giving the messages. . 1 2 3

4 Tells netontrolstation -number-of -messages-. T z 3

5. Tel 1 s net. control station- precedence-of messages--.-

6. Transmits Message. . . , . ... aaaaa er s i 1 2 3

7. Uses phonetic alphabet as required

.m.....

1 2 3

8. Pronounces numbers correctly
...._ 1 2 3

9. Says OVER after Message

_ __

1 2 3

STANDARDS

1. Each performance measure completed with a YES. .

2. Steps are performed in sequence

TOTAL TIME

YES NO

.00

INSTRUCTIONS TO SOLDIER

"At this station you will demonstrate your ability to communicate a
message over a tactical FM radio AN/VRC-64. I will be the net control
station. Here is the information you need to transmit the message."
(NOTE TO SCORER: Hand soldier the attachment, a pencil and a sheet of
paper.) "You will have two minutes to review the attachment before we
begin. Do you understand the instructions?" ,(NOTE TO SCORER: If the
soldier does not understand the instructions, reread them,) "You may
review the message information now."

It

TIME



CIPJASI I

NW -
ISM

01IT

ItS1

TAAIN

OD CD 03
MI CM En

COIKINICATI WINO VISUAL IleittlIN. TIC/01141101 WAND 40)131"

INSIN/CTIONS TO CIO

'At Hilt station sew will be WIWI on low ability to drednd pit* e tank fro. this ITAA7 Point to the /MIN Petal of

driving course. TM court* is Owl, boded for paw. I will be the took; wholavor direction 1 an feting will be the dint.

ihn 446 11 lotto,. 1 ao 'Plod In the motor p401. moths is sot Whew,. got to the follISH point. mow

tAil I MR'S be 010069 mlebee fo, mkorstaal losInectlionoP (NOVI TO SUMIA: If soldler does mit wnderstand

the instructions, rimed them.) '11151N.' AIAMAI

PI31won Lalthat 311 K. !M. 111 AIVtN

1. Alves sigool to Start login.

a. Moods ao Word trent it waist level
1 I I

b. Neves arm in circular potion
1 I 3

I. Alves sigool to IW in NIVIrS4.

o. tutu both kends to Shallot level
1 / I

A. Places palms to front WORM, 01.1111
1 I 3

t. Heves Ponds forward end backwerd as tf pushing vehicle 'soy 1 I $

3. Aires 110441 ti Slog Tent Nivoseat.

a. Clasps hands
---. I t 3

b. Plates heals at chlft level

4. Styes signal to Hoyt Vhislo forward.

o. Positions both poles tower/ chest

b. Noyes errs and Acids kockwerd and forward

S. Slues signet to Turn left.

. R41181 hands to shoulder 1.10 in front of body

b. forms clenched fist of err iftdicetiftg direction torn is to be

soh (as igen by took drlyor)

c. Nikes bockenlog motto with other ors to bring vehicle forward

S. Styes slonsl to Noy. Vehicle forward.

a, Positions both slot toward chest'

b. Noyes arms end hands bockward end forwerd

P. gives signal to Stop look Hoyeatot.

e. Cleps hoods

b. Pieces hands at chin level

A. Alves signal to Hoer Wire' (left)

a. Crosses wrists at throat

b. Pilots Indio Anger to tans driver's left

c. Clenches fist of other head

NOT(: If soldier gives loft torn sloisal. toll Ills to give the signet

for newtel steer left. Poe Mt mark the PH "NO.'

I. Sivas signal to Novo VoMclo !word.

a. Positions both palms toward chest

b. Nevis arias end hands backward and forward

10. ibis signal to Tom Night.

e. 111101 hinds to shoulder level In front of MU,

b. forms clenched fist of ono Indlcatlog direction Won Is to be

made (as loin by teak driver)

c. Kokes Whining motion with other ore to Nino vehicle forward

11. Sivas signet to Hoye Vehicle forward.

a. Positions both slaw tow/ chest

b. Noyes ems sad hands backward end forward

Gives signal to Stop Tank linvenent.

e. Clasps heads

6. Places kends at chin level

I). slogs Opel to Stop tftoints.

a. PositIons right lend polo down

b. Draws hand across neck In 'threat cutting' motion from left to

right.

I

110116.1.

1 I S

1 / 3

1 I 3

0.111111110.1

1 I 3

1 I 3

. . 1 I 3

1 I 3

1 I I

1 I 3

1 / 3010 =11

1 2 3

1 t 3

1
t 3

1 t 3

1 I /

1 3 3
611111110111,

3

. 1 / 3

1 I

1 I 3
01111M0

1 3 3

1 I 3

1 I 3

I I 3

!Il
.

OPOSIO

OMEN.. MEM.

AIMMW

TS AN,AAQ

1. Completes each performance mature without essistorice from scorer.

2, artrynd guide signals Ow In sego/ate 1/111tated

S. Correct groats wide sigeol $10141

TOTAL VIII

01 AMID tDI 'Mr "CM

10.110.

sap=...IaTmmwwk

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
A -3 3 5 8



APPENDIX B

PROPORTION CORRECT BY TASK ELEMENT FOR OSUT

AND OPERATIONAL' UNIT SAMPLES



0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

CHARGER BACK +

\

SAFE + o+

+

RAISE COVER +

FEEDTRAY UP +

. FEEL CHAMBER + o

FEEDTRAY DWN + o+

ROUND IN + 3 +

PUSH AMMO +

CLOSE COVER + o+

SAFETY FIRE + o +

SAYS "UP" +

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

LOAD THE M240 MACHINEGUN

PROPORTION CORRECT BY TASK ELEMENT

IN OPERATIONAL UNIT (N=116)



Task Element 1 2

Trials

3 4 5 6

Charger Back 96 100 100 100 100 100

Safe 99 100 100 100 100 100

Raise Cover 85 93 95 95 100 88

Feedtray Up 100 100 100 100 100 100

Feel Chamber 57 98 99 100 100 95

Feedtray Down 98 100 99 100 100 100

Round In 100 99 99 100 100 100

Close Cover 100 100 100 99 100 100

Safety Fire 68 98 100 99 99 100

Says "Up" 41 88 99 98 100 92

LOAD THE M240 MACHINEGUN PROPORTION

CORRECT BY TASK ELEMENT IN OSUT (N:=110)



0 10` 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

PRESS BRAKE +

TRANS PARK +

RELEASE BRK +

DRAIN VALVES +

FUEL SHUTOFF +

FUEL PUMP ON +

EQUIPt4NT OFF +

M.B. SWITCH +

FUEL LEVELS '+

GENERATOR ON +

ACCEL. DOWN +

STARTER SW. +

GEN. BLOWER + o

0

0

0 +

0

0+

o+

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

START THE M60A1 TANK ENGINE

PROPORTION CORRECT BY TASK ELEMENT

IN OP. ATIONAL UNIT (Nm116)



Task Element 1 2 3

Trials

4 5 !

Press Brake 98 100 100 100 100 100

Trans. Park 99 100 99 99 99 100

Release Brake 93 98 98 99 100 99

Drain Valves 90 94 100 100 100 99

Fuel Shutoff 99 100 100 100 100 100

Fuel Pump On 100 100 100 100 100 98

Equipment Off 89 99 98 99 100 99

M. B. Switch 39 74 89 93 100 62

Fuel Levels 96 9.9 98 100 99 95

Accl. Down 86 89 93 92 97 90

Starter 91 91 96 98 99 91

START THE M60A1 TANK ENGINE

PROPORTION CORRECT BY TASK ELEMENT IN OSUT (N=93)



0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

PRESS BRAKE +

TRANS PARK +, o+

RELEASE BRK +

SET 1000 RPM +

IDLE 5 MIN. +

SET 750 RPM + o +

IDLE 3 MIN. + o +

EQUIPMNT OFF +

FUEL SHUTOFF +

M.B. SWITCH +

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

STOP THE M60A1 TANK ENGINE

PROPORTION CORRECT.BY TASK ELEMENT

IN OPERATIONAL UNIT (N=116)



Task Element 1 2 3

Trials

4 5 6

Press Brake
,

97 100 100 100 100 100

Trans. Park "r. 97 99 100 100 100 100

Release Brake 97 97 98 99 98 100

Set 1000 RPM 81 97 98 98 99 97

Idle 5 minutes 62 97 100 100 99 94

Set 750 RPM 95 99 100 100 100 99

Idle 3 minutes 78 97 99 .100_ .., ,L0.11.. 95

Equipment Off 92 99 100 99 100 100

Fuel Shut-Off 57 92 95 98 99 94

MB Switch 60 93 95 98 100 95

TOP THE M60A1 ENGINE

PROPORTION CORRECT BY TASK ELEMENT OSUT (N=120)

B-7

\.



o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

HOLD PLUNGER +

ZERO PRESSUR +

CHECK OIL +

UNLOCK TRAV. +

SAYS "POWER" +

ELEV/TRAV ON +

LEFT/RIGHT +

ELEV./LOWER +

PERISCOPE + o

ALINE CROSS +o

PRESS RESET + o

TURN RESET + o

ZERO RESET + o

RLS RESET + o

TRVRS CIRLCE o

RETURN CROSS +

CHECK INDIC. +

GO ON/NOTIF. +

PERISCOPE +c

TRVRS RIGHT o

SUDDEN STOP

ELEV/TRV OFF +

MAN. RETURN +0

CHECK INDIC. +

GO ON/NOTIF. +

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

PERFORM GUNNER'S PREPARE-TO-FIRE CHECKS

PROPORTION CORRECT BY .TASK ELEMENT

IN OPERATIONAL UNIT (N=116)

66



6 .10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

SAY "POWER" +

ELEV/TRAV ON + o

PERISCOPE o

TRVRS LEFT +o

SUDDEN STOP + o

ELEV/TRV OFF + o

MAN. RETURN + o

CHECK INDIC. +

STOP/NOTIF. +

O

f

0

4

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

PERFORM GUNNER PREPARE-TO-FIRE CHECKS

PROPORTION CORRECT BY TASK ELEMENT

IN OPERATIONAL UNIT (N=116)

(CONTINUED)



Trials
Task Element 1. 2 3

Hold Plunger 19 84 97

Zero Pressure 40 94 100

Check Oil 35 93 95

Unlock Tray. 7 72 90

Say "Power" 22 66 80

Elev/Trav on 36 92 93
.

Left/Right 27 76 89

Elev/Lower 32 80 91
.

Periscope 15 77 86

Aline Cross 23 68 83

Press Reset 8 90 90

Turn Reset 11 98 99

Zero Reset 11 98 99

Ris Reset 30 99 99

Trus Circle 11 54 68

Return Cross 3]. 98 99

Check Indic 29 93 98

Go On/Notif. 46 98 99

Periscope 5 84 93

Trus Right 2 81 91

Sudden Stop 4 88 94

Elev/Try Off 5 69 82

Manual Return 20 58 76

CheCk Indic 42 95 98
f

Go On/Notif. 45 92 98

Say "Power" 51 85 94

Elev/Trav On 63 . 90 96

Periscope 67 94 99

99

loo

98

96

90

99

t92

95

94

89

90

99

99

99

81

99.

98

98

96

95

98

90

89

98

98

93

98

98

GUNNER PERPARE TO FIRE PROPORTION

CORRECT BY TASK ELEMENT IN OSUT (N=114)

5

100

300

100

99

94

99.

97

98

984(

93

95

100.

100

99

90

100

100

100

100

.99

100

96

.93

100,

99

98

99

99

87

94

97

86

79

96

85

93

90

75

87'

96

96

94

77

96

95

97

91

90

92

92

94

96

95

97

97



Task Element 1

TRVS Left 70

Sudden Stop 72 ,,,

Elev/Try Off 67

Manual Return 58

Check Indic, 74

Stop/Notif. 80

Trials

2 3 4 5 6

93 99 96 100 96

94 99 98 99 97

92 95 96 99 96

87 96 . 97 96 92

96 98 98 100 93

96 99 98 100 95

GUNNER PREPARE TO FIRE PROPORTION

CORRECT BY TASK ELEMENT IN OSUT (N=114)

(CONTINUED)



0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

CLOSE BREECH +

TESTER IN +

+'

SET TO FIRE + o

SAY "UP" +

TELL CDR. +

SET TO SAFE +

TESTER OUT +

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

PERFM LOADER'S PREPARE-TO-FIRE CHECKS

PROPORTION CORRECT BY TASK ELEMENT

IR OPERATIONAL UNIT (N=116)



Trials

Task Element 1 2 3 4 5 6

Close Breech 17 100 100 100. 100 97

Tester In 22 98 96 98 100 95

Set to Fire 17 80 90 99 99 86

Say "Up" 26 81 91 97 99 91

Set to Safe 17 95 96 100 100 90

Tester Out 21 65 84 98 96 70

PERFORM LOADER'S PREPARE-TO-FIRE CHECKS

PROPORTION CORRECT BY TASK ELEMENT IN OSUT (N=113)



0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 100

MAIN GUN ON +

INDEX AMMO +

PERISCOPE +

"IDENTIFIED" +

CROSSHAIR +

"ON THE WAY" +

TELESCOPE +

SABOT/HEP +

CROSSHAIR +o

HEAT RETICLE +

CROSSHAIR +

CROSSHAIR + 0

0

+----+----+.---+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100,

ENGAGE TARGETS USING PRECISION FIRE TECHNIQUES

PROPORTION CORRECT B7 TASK ELEMENT

IN OPERATIONAL UNIT (N0116)



Trials

Task Element 1 2 3 4 5 6

Main Gun On 83 96 98 98 99 96

Index Ammo 84 99 99 99 99 98

Periscope 86 100 97 99 98 99

"Identified" 77 99 96 99 99 98

Crosshair 19 73 94 86 97 29

"On the W,y" 43 91 94 97 98 87

Telescope 97 98 99 100 99 100

SABOT/HEP 66 90 86 98 98 92

Crosshair 29 51 67 80 76 65'

HEAT Reticle 87 100 96 100 99 89

Crosshair 79 95 81 92 81 68

Crosshair 32 60 57 71 82 93

ENGAGE TARGETS USING PRECISION FIRE

TECHNIQUES PROPORTION CORRECT BY TASK ,

ELEMENTS IN OSUT (N=93)

73
B-15



0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

SWITCH ON +

CALL CONTROL +

IDENTIFIES +

NUMBER MSGS + o

'PRECEDENCE +

MESSAGE #1 +

ALPHABET +

NUMBERS +

SAYS "OVER" +

5

0 +

0

0 +

+

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

COMMUNICATE OVER TACTICAL RM RADIO AN/VRC-64

PROPORTION CORRECT BY TASK ELEMENT

IN OPERATIONAL UNIT (N=116)



Trials

Task Element 1 2 3 4 5 6

Switch On 87 100 99 98 100 96

Call Control 77 90 90 98 98 99

Identifies 92 93 98 98 99 99

No. Messenger 69 94 94 90 95 100

Precedence 41 61 75 87 92 71

Message #1 45 66 83 92 94 97"

Alphabet 67 79 83 78 96 83

Numbers 78 78 90 92 91 92

Says "Over" 97 98 98 100 100 100

COMMUNICATE OVER TACTICAL FM RADIO AN/VRC=64

Pz'OPORTION CORRECT B./ :ASK ELEMENT IN OSUT (N=130)

75
B-1'7



0 10 20 30 40 50, 60 70 80 90 100

ARMS FRONT +

CIRCULAR MTN +

PALMS-CHEST +

BACK & FORTH +

RAISE HANDS +

CLENCH FIST +

BECKON +

CLASP HANDS +

HANDS-CHIN +

CROSS WRISTS +

POINT FINGER +

CLENCH FIST +

RAISE HANDS +

CLENCH FIST +

BECKON +

RAISE HANDS +

PALMS FRONT +

BACK & FORTH +
4

RT PALM DOWN +

CROSS THROAT +

0 +

a,
0

0

0+

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80. 90 100

COMMUNICATE USING VIS1AL SIGNALLING TECHNIQUES

PROPORTION CORR2CT BY TASK ELEAENT

IN OPERATIONAL UNIT ;11.--16)



Task Element 1 2 3

Trials

5 69

A4cA3 FRONT 93 97 97 99 99 100

CIRCULAR MTN 98 98 98 99 100 100

PALMS-CHEST 93 100 99 100 99 100

BACK & FORTH 95 100 98 100 99 100

RAISE HANDS 88 96 97 99 100 97

CLENCH FIST 90 93 91 94 94 98

BECKON 97 99 98 9S 100 99

CLASP HANDS 90 98 99 99 98 98

HANDSCHIN 94 100 100 99 100 97

CROSS WRISTS 78 96 95 98 97 99

POINT FINGER
ti

90 94 97 98 97 99

CLENCH FIST 94 100 100 100 97 100

RAISE HANDS 94 97 98 99 100 97

CLENCH FIST 89 95 98 97 99 98

BECKON 97 99 98 100 100 99

RAISE HANDS 95 99 100 100 100 99

PALMS FRONT 97 100 100 100 100 100

BACK & FORTH 96 100 100 100 99 100

R., PALM DOWN 96 100 99 100 100 100

CP( iS THROAT 99 100 100 100 100 100

COMMUNICATE USING VISUAL SIGNALLING TECHNIQUES

PROPORTION CORRECT BY TASK ELEMENT

IN OSUT (N=109)

B-19
7'7


